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Courageous Conversations About Race A Field Guide For Achieving Equity In
Schools Glenn E Singleton
Which acts by educators are ''racist'' and which are ''antiracist''? How can an educator constructively discuss complex
issues of race with students and colleagues? In Everyday Antiracism leading educators deal with the most challenging
questions about race in school, offering invaluable and effective advice. Contributors including Beverly Daniel Tatum,
Sonia Nieto, and Pedro Noguera describe concrete ways to analyze classroom interactions that may or may not be
''racial,'' deal with racial inequality and ''diversity,'' and teach to high standards across racial lines. Topics range from
using racial incidents as teachable moments and responding to the ''n-word'' to valuing students' home worlds, dealing
daily with achievement gaps, and helping parents fight ethnic and racial misconceptions about their children. Questions
following each essay prompt readers to examine and discuss everyday issues of race and opportunity in their own
classrooms and schools. For educators and parents determined to move beyond frustrations about race, Everyday
Antiracism is an essential tool.
Major new reflections on race and schools—by the best-selling author of “Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in
the Cafeteria?“ A Simmons College/Beacon Press Race, Education, and Democracy Series Book Beverly Daniel Tatum
emerged on the national scene in 1997 with “Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?,“ a book that
spoke to a wide audience about the psychological dynamics of race relations in America. Tatum’s unique ability to get
people talking about race captured the attention of many, from Oprah Winfrey to President Clinton, who invited her to join
him in his nationally televised dialogues on race. In her first book since that pathbreaking success, Tatum starts with a
warning call about the increasing but underreported resegregation of America. A selfdescribed “integration baby“—she
was born in 1954—Tatum sees our growing isolation from each other as deeply problematic, and she believes that
schools can be key institutions for forging connections across the racial divide. In this ambitious, accessible book, Tatum
examines some of the most resonant issues in American education and race relations: • The need of African American
students to see themselves reflected in curricula and institutions • How unexamined racial attitudes can negatively affect
minority-student achievement • The possibilities—and complications—of intimate crossracial friendships Tatum
approaches all these topics with the blend of analysis and storytelling that make her one of our most persuasive and
engaging commentators on race. Can We Talk About Race? launches a collaborative lecture and book series between
Beacon Press and Simmons College, which aims to reinvigorate a crucial national public conversation on race, education
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and democracy.
This book explains the need for candid, courageous conversations about race so that educators may understand why
student disengagement and achievement inequality persists and learn how they can develop a curriculum that promotes
true educational equity and excellence. (Note: previous editions were published under the title "Courageous
Conversations About Race: A Field Guide for Achieving Equity in Schools").
Improving Educational Outcomes of Vulnerable Children seeks to examine the plight of vulnerable students in America's
educational system. Scholars and practitioners will benefit from this in-depth and unique resource for working with
diverse populations of students. The term "vulnerable" is the current construct used to address students who are at-risk
of dropping out of school or of being mislabeled because of myriad social-economic, structural, educational, cultural,
racial, linguistic, and societal burdens that impinge upon their learning and survival in school environments. These
populations can include students in urban areas, students with "special" needs, and/or at-risk students who are
disenfranchised, disadvantaged, and disillusioned. While the term "vulnerable" is used most often, authors also address
students who are oppressed. In such cases, the authors explore power relations, contexts, and situations that place
students in positions of powerlessness. A few of the topics discussed include students with special needs, the scholar
identity of black males, parent perspectives, teacher preparation, and using technology in the classroom. A diverse group
of contributors offer their expertise in this distinctive text. Authors include scholars and practitioners from fields such as
educational leadership, special education, teacher education, educational technology, and educational psychology. Key
Features Explores the diversity of students in today's classrooms: culturally, linguistically, and racially different students;
students in urban areas; students with "special" needs; and/or at-risk students who are disenfranchised, disadvantaged,
and disillusioned.Details multiple strategies for teacher preparation and mentoringDiscusses methods for effective parentteacher collaboration
The authors illustrate how to use data as a catalyst for significant, systematic, and continuous improvement in instruction
and learning. Includes a CD-ROM with slides and reproducibles.
Best-selling author Bonnie M. Davis provides strategies for teaching bi- and multiracial students and deepens readers'
understanding of race, ethnicity, and the development of racial identities.
The reflections of each of the teachers about their development and teaching of the racial-justice curriculum
demonstrated the breakthroughs and boundaries of teaching about race and racism with predominantly White middleschool students. Further, their reflections illustrated the ongoing, internal work required to facilitate conversations about
race with students more effectively. Such work included monitoring for how race affected their lives as well as the lives of
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others, and how race as one of their identities affected the ways in which they developed and taught curriculum. Finally,
the teachers discovered that facilitating courses on race required moving from a content-based approach to a
consciousness-based approach where they each, alongside of their students, assumed a researching-the-world stance to
learn about race and confront and challenge racism.
2012???????????????31?????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????Hay House?????
???????????????????…… ???????????????? ???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????……????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ????????
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Teachers are constantly faced with a plethora of challenges, but none has been more prevalent in the 21st century than educating a diverse
collection of students. In the midst of the current challenges in teaching P-12 students, pre-service teachers may be under district contract but
may not be prepared for teaching students with disabilities, the homeless, second language learners recently immigrated to the United
States, or students who face emotional challenges or addiction. Overcoming Current Challenges in the P-12 Teaching Profession is an
essential reference book that provides insight, strategies, and solutions to overcome current challenges experienced by P-12 teachers in
general and special education. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as global education, professional development, and
responsive teaching, this book is ideally designed for educators, administrators, school psychologists, counselors, academicians,
researchers, and students seeking current research on culturally responsive teaching.
This new edition offers practical advice on how to survive on the job, bargain like a pro, engage with the public, work with school boards, and
more.
"In this edited volume, contributors draw on the work of Andrade and Morrell (2008) in articulating critical leadership praxis, as well as critical
race theory and critical education leadership scholarship, in order to "offer new and generative theories of change; they make explicit power
dynamics, social inequities, and taken-for-granted forms of stratification in educational organizations with the primary purpose of offering
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specific and useful frames, concepts, and practices to educational leaders that they can adopt in their own work. The goal is for educational
leaders to develop their sense of agency and and their knowledge and professional competencies for taking an equity and inquiry stance in
their work of transforming the organizations and people around them." The work is intended to provide a counter narrative to a broad
literature in educational leadership that "reinscribe white middle-class male leadership styles, values, and priorities as an assumed and
normative backdrop, both in terms of the frames used and the values and epistemologies promoted." The work is organized into four
sections: Transforming Self; Transforming Educators; Transforming Organizations; and Transforming Systems. Contributors include
practicing leaders, doctoral students with leadership experience, and leadership faculty and researchers"-All too often, race discourse in the United States devolves into shouting matches, silence, or violence, all of which are mirrored in today’s
classrooms. This book will help individuals develop the skills needed to facilitate difficult dialogues across race in high school and college
classrooms, in teacher professional learning communities, and beyond. The authors codify best practices in race dialogue facilitation by
drawing on decades of research and examples from their own practices. They share their mistakes and hard-earned lessons to help readers
avoid common pitfalls. Through their concrete lesson plans and hands-on material, both experienced and novice facilitators can immediately
use this inclusive and wide-ranging curriculum in a variety of classrooms, work spaces, and organizations with diverse participants. “Race
Dialogues: A Facilitator’s Guide to Tackling the Elephant in the Classroom is a scholarly, timely, and urgently needed book. While there is
other literature on facilitation of intergroup dialogues, none are so deeply and effectively focused on race—the elephant in the room.” —From
the foreword by Patricia Gurin, Nancy Cantor Distinguished University Professor and Emeritus Research Director, University of Michigan
“This brilliant book is a gold mine of wisdom and resources for teachers, facilitators, and student dialogue leaders. It summarizes, explains,
and elaborates upon everything I have ever been taught about what makes for great facilitation. With experience and compassion, the
authors have written a clear, user-friendly guide to facilitation of race dialogue for both youth and adults. I will recommend this book to every
facilitator and teacher I train or hire.” —Ali Michael, director of the Race Institute for K–12 Educators and author of Raising Race Questions:
Whiteness and Inquiry in Education
Deepen your understanding of racial factors in academic performance and discover new strategies for closing the achievement gap!
Examining the achievement gap through the prism of race, the authors explain the need for candid, courageous conversations about race in
order to understand why performance inequity persists. Through these "courageous conversations," educators will learn how to create a
learning community that promotes true academic parity. Practical features of this book include: Implementation exercises Prompts, language,
and tools that support profound discussion Activities and checklists for administrators Action steps for creating an equity team
This book explores theory and best practices to improve teaching and learning to promote equity in the classroom in specific disciplinary
areas including STEM, healthcare, and the humanities. Each chapter includes actionable pedagogical or curricular recommendations such as
course assignments and lesson plans. This is the second of four edited volumes focusing on applications of the Scholarship of Teaching and
Learning (SoTL) for more equitable learning opportunities.
Supporting teacher learning is a complicated and challenging task. This much-awaited book offers a practical, research-based framework for
thinking about instructional leadership, along with the necessary resources and tools for improving practice. The authors identify specific
structures, formats, and strategies that an instructional leader can use to support new and veteran principals and teacher leaders. They then
discuss ways to think about which structures are most appropriate for particular settings, offering suggestions on the most effective way to
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work with these structures. This unique book combines theory with best practices to create a vision of how 21st-century instructional leaders
can improve education for all students. This practical book: Describes a unique, adult learning framework.Includes a variety of tools and
protocols that leaders can use to support teacher learning in schools, districts, departments, and teams.Offers instructional leaders both
theory and practice-the what to do and also the why and how.Addresses a broad spectrum of instructional leaders at the district, school, and
university level. “Students everywhere deserve teachers and administrators who have read this book, and who enact the ideas in it. It is a
must read for principals, district level administrators, teacher leaders, instructional coaches and mentors - anyone charged with leading the
learning of adults in their schools.” —Gene Thompson-Grove, Educational Consultant and Board Member, SchoolReform Initiative “Leading
for Powerful Learning is the book every school leader needs. It provides the essential tools for carrying out what is arguably the school
leader's most difficult task: supporting the learning of the teachers with whom they work. The authors’ insights and practical wisdom, drawn
from their decades of experience in schools, will be useful not only to formal school leaders but to those serving as leaders in more informal
ways.” —Tina Blythe, Harvard Graduate School of Education
Many people struggle to have honest conversations about race, even those who consider themselves allies or identify as anti-racist. For
anyone who wants to have better, more productive discussions, COURAGEOUS DISCOMFORT is an empowering handbook that teaches
you how to do just that. In these pages, authors (and best friends), Shanterra McBride, who is Black, and Rosalind Wiseman, who is white,
discuss their own friendship and tap into their decades of anti-racism work to answer the 20 uncomfortable-but-critical questions about race
they get asked most often, including: - Should I see color? - I'm a good person - how can I be racist? - What if I say something wrong? - What
kind of apology makes a difference? These 20 questions-as-chapters invite you into the conversation without judgment and inspire thoughtful
reflection and discussion. There will be moments when you will laugh or cringe at the ridiculous or awkward things you read. But the truth is,
there is no perfect solution or script for every maybe-racist, sort-of-racist, or blatantly racist situation. And that's OK: making mistakes is just
an opportunity to do better next time. But doing this work will empower us to have the relationships we really want to have, including the
relationship we want to have with ourselves.

Author's abstract: The requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 has forced school systems throughout the United
States to consider the achievement gap between White students and non-White students, which had not previously been a factor
in determining school success for federal and state funding. However, acknowledging the gap is not enough. Schools must move
beyond acknowledging the gap to developing strategies to close the gap.
This book has 5 sections that are the different theoretical foundations for 18 different keys to student motivation. At the beginning
of each section, the theory is explained briefly. It is important that the readers understand the reason why a key or strategy works.
In this understanding, a teacher can modify and accommodate them to their needs.
This resource demonstrates how equity audits can support increased achievement for all students, regardless of socio-economic
class, and provides “inequity indicators” for evaluating your school.
The Courage to Grow: Leading with Intentionality shows educational leaders how to design and carry out a leadership professional
development plan. It is a guide that allows leaders to construct their own learning to measure knowledge, assess growth, and
improve performance. This training manual is for the teacher leader, beginning principal, practicing principal, assistant principal,
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department chair, district office administrator, aspiring leadership candidate, and professor of principal preparation. Chapters begin
with a section called Learning with Intentionality, as defined as an intense energy or desire to grow exponentially, followed by a
personal application of Caring with Intentionality. Chapters 2 – 7 include a leadership self-assessment utilizing the ISLLC
Standards and conclude with growth activities. Depending on their leadership roles, the readers can select activities best suited to
grow performance from present realities to ideal conditions for learning. The reader is then encouraged to design a personal
Action Plan that takes into account knowledge from each chapter, strategies for growing performance with intentionality, and selfassessment results. Finally, each chapter includes websites, resources, and activities to improve leadership.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780761988779. This item is printed on demand.
With 695 signed entries with cross-references and recommended readings, the Encyclopedia of Diversity in Education, FourVolume Set, in both print and electronic formats, presents research and statistics, case studies and best practices, policies and
programs at pre- and post-secondary levels.
As diversity continues to increase in classrooms, teachers need to be culturally aware and sensitive in order to ensure student
success. It is important to understand what best practices are available to support this ever-increasing awareness of learning to
respect those who are different and to understand how this is key to orchestrating a series of social interactions and social
contexts. Culturally Responsive Teaching and Learning in Higher Education is an essential scholarly reference source that
provides comprehensive research on culturally responsive teaching and the impact of culture on teaching and contextualizes
issues related to cultural diversity and inequity in education. Featuring a broad range of topics such as gender bias, STEM, and
social media, the goal of the book is to build transformative educators and administrators equipped to prepare 21st century global
citizens. It is ideal for faculty, teachers, administrators, principals, curriculum developers, course designers, professionals,
researchers, and students seeking to improve teaching methodologies and faculty development.
Courageous Conversations About RaceA Field Guide for Achieving Equity in SchoolsCorwin
We've been talking about changing corporate America for decades. Decades. And yet no real change has occurred. At least not when it
comes to equality for all. Honestly, the talk is lip service for most. Why? Because the dominant group will not give up power willingly. So what
will it take to originate authentic change for corporate America in today's climate? To achieve equality for all? Our country is running at a fever
pitch. And so is our business world. And it seems there's no solution. Until you talk to Trudy Bourgeois. She knows the solution. She lives the
solution. And she teaches the solution. The solution for our world today is this: courageous conversations. Courageous conversations about
the difficult topics that get to the emotional level to create buy-in. At ALL levels of corporate America, top-to-bottom and bottom-to-top.
Nothing happens until we talk about the truth and get to the core of the situation. Trudy takes the lead in those conversations right here and
now. Throughout this groundbreaking book, she lights our path through the hard topics, through the tough and uncomfortable conversations,
in such a way as to speak the truth in love - something she does well. If you are a leader of people (which is all of us), then settle in and get
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ready to learn and grow. Trudy Bourgeois takes her own personal and professional life experiences and the experiences of hundreds of
leaders who were interviewed across generations and genders for this book provides. She provides a roadmap to a place called "deep
democracy." It is in this place where cultures are bred that level the playing field, unleash potential, and afford everyone an equal opportunity
to authentically contribute at their highest level. Trudy isn't afraid to have the courageous conversations necessary for true change and
equality to finally take place in corporate America. If you want to experience success as a leader in today's world, you will want to not only
read this book but also think long and hard about your habits, behaviors and patterns that shape how you engage across differences. Your
success depends upon it.
School counselors often struggle to feel confident in delivering effective assistance to students due to a variety of reasons that currently do
not have enough research or information developed. This leads to a struggle for counselors to adequately address tough and relevant issues.
With these issues remaining unaddressed, or addressed less effectively, there is a concern that school counselors cannot mitigate these
issues due to not being adequately informed. This can lead to a lifetime of consequences for students. Strengthening School Counselor
Advocacy and Practice for Important Populations and Difficult Topics presents emerging research that seek to answer the tough and often
unaddressed questions, target present-day issues of student populations, and prepare school counselors to feel confident and competent in
their counseling and advocacy practice. These chapters, using the newest information available, will address these concerns and provide the
best counseling work possible for underserved populations. While covering research on counseling for students with chronic illnesses, mixedstatuses, family issues, minority students, LGBTQ+ youth, and more, this book is ideal for school counselors, counseling educators,
practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, academicians, and students who are interested in school counseling and meeting the needs of
diverse and important populations of students.
With the newly inaugurated US Presidential Administration signing several orders to mitigate discrimination and racism within the United
States government, attentions globally are once again brought to the Black Lives Matter campaign, and its message. Discrimination in
business contexts, social interactions, and educational institutions remains a concern for leaders today. The empowerment of marginalize
communities has been rapidly spreading through societies, thanks to the platforms that social media now offer. The Research Anthology on
Empowering Marginalized Communities and Mitigating Racism and Discrimination is a three-volume, hand-selected compilation of the
highest quality research on the empowerment of marginalized communities that have been experiencing ongoing discrimination. To shed light
on the underpinnings of disparities between marginalized groups and overreaching society, this text explores social justice applications and
practices and the changes being made or pushed for around the globe that promote equality, fair treatment, and inclusivity. This book is ideal
for sociologists, teachers, activists, practitioners, managers, administrators, policymakers, government officials, researchers, academicians,
and students working in fields such as gender studies, race studies, social justice, behavioral studies, history, sociology, anthropology,
psychology, law, as well as anyone interested in the current practices and advances in mitigating racism and discrimination in society.
Research shows that students? sense of belonging in their school communities is critically linked to academic achievement. This ninth and
final book in The Soul of Educational Leadership series offers practical strategies for promoting socially responsible school cultures that foster
greater student engagement and democratic values. A joint publication with the American Association of School Administrators and the
HOPE Foundation with contributions from renowned educators Bonnie Davis, Linda Skrla, Randall Lindsey, and others, this book explores
the key concepts of respect, equity, and character, and examines tough issues such as: - Reflecting on our own backgrounds and
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assumptions - Modeling socially responsible behavior - Teaching students to discern injustice - Enacting a zero-tolerance policy toward
bullying. Students will shape tomorrow based on what they learn today. This compact guide equips educators to implement democratic
practices, act in socially just ways, and impart democratic values to the citizens of the future.
This qualitative critical autoethnography represents a highly personalized account of the intricacies and reflections of a Black female
educational leader engaging in courageous conversations about race with a predominately White staff. Using myself as the subject and the
researcher, my personal experiences with race, racism, and intolerance in a White socially constructed educational system is depicted
autoethnographically as I learned to have courageous conversations about race. Exploring the development of my critical consciousness
affected how I see race as a Black, female administrator. Singleton’s (2015) Courageous Conversations about Race was the foundation for
this critical autoethnography. As a Black female educational leader of a Midwestern early learning center, I reveal my story as an insideroutsider...trapped; as I tried to figure out how I fit at the Aranbe Learning Center (ALC, pseudonym), where the staff was 87% White and the
students were 90% of color, as it related to having courageous conversations. This critical autoethnography reflects my lived experience as
an administrator trying to engage, sustain, and deepen interracial dialogue about race. My commitment to stay engaged, experience
discomfort, speak my truth, and expect and/or accept non-closure is clear as I traversed a White socially constructed educational system.
In this companion to his best-selling book, Singleton presents first-person vignettes and a detailed case study showing educators how to
usher in courageous conversations to ignite systemic transformation.
Knowingly and unknowingly we all grapple with race every day. Understanding White Privilege delves into the complex interplay between
race, power, and privilege in both organizations and private life. It offers an unflinching look at how ignorance can perpetuate privilege, and
offers practical and thoughtful insights into how people of all races can work to break this cycle. Based on thirty years of work in diversity and
colleges, universities, and corporations, Frances Kendall candidly invites readers to think personally about how race — theirs and others' —
frames experiences and relationships, focusing squarely on white privilege and its implications for building authentic relationships across
race. This much-anticipated revised edition includes two full new chapters, one on white women and another extending the discussion on
race. It continues the important work of the first, deepening our knowledge of the recurring history on which cross-race relationships issues
exist. Kendall's book provides readers with a more meaningful understanding of white privilege and equips them with strategies for making
personal and organizational changes.
With the increasing amount of diversity taking place in the United States and in our K-12 schools, this book will help school leaders become
prepared. It is the school principal who sets the tone for the school culture and provides the vision as to the direction of the organization.
Therefore, school principals will ultimately have a great impact in promoting cultural and social diversity. School Leadership in a Diverse
Society: Helping Schools Prepare all Students for Success (2nd Edition) will help scholars and practitioners have a better understanding of
the increasing amount of diversity that is occurring in American society. This book will give them the tools needed to lead schools to ensure
that all students, regardless of their life circumstances and status, are provided a school experience that promotes high academic
achievement and a sense of belonging. Today, multiculturalism and diversity preparation are needed in our society, seemingly more so than
when schools first made an earnest effort to integrate twenty years after Brown V. Board of Education. Just as it seemed the United States
was making significant progress dealing with issues that have plagued this country for hundreds of years, recently, there has been a surge in
diversity-related issues (the killing of unarmed African Americans, the unwarranted attacks on Asians, immigration debates, the recent rise of
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groups that support white supremacy, blackface incidents, increasing wealth divide between the ultra rich and the poor, religious backlash,
etc.). These issues should remind us that the struggle for social equity continues into the present moment. Communities must work together
to help fight rising intolerance and prejudice within our country and schools.
Reading Upside Down offers a paradigm shift from achievement gaps to opportunity gaps in literacy instruction. Drawing on the author’s rich
experiences working one-on-one with challenged readers, this book presents case studies illustrating the complexities of student learning
experiences and the unique circumstances that shaped their acquisition of literacy. Wolter explores eight key factors that contribute to
reading challenges in developing readers, including school readiness, the use of prescribed phonics-based programs, physical hurdles,
unfamiliarity with English, and special education labeling. With a focus on the differences that educators can make for individual students, the
text suggests ways to identify and address early opportunity gaps that can impact students throughout their entire educational career.
Reading Upside Down will help educators to: Shift from identifying deficit-based achievement gaps among students to addressing opportunity
gaps in literacy instruction.Move beyond student labels, categories, or placements to provide true opportunities for children to explore and
develop literacy.Take a strength-based view that students are in multiple places of exploration of language and literacies and all children can
succeed in becoming readers.Develop a strong sense of ownership and expertise in order to foster inclusion and assure authentic and
engaged reading within their classrooms. “The book not only challenges the status quo but offers a rational alternative that would benefit
every struggling reader. I hope Reading Upside Down initiates a widespread movement to undo so much of what we have done in the name
of ‘helping’ children who struggle with learning to read.” —Richard L. Allington, University of Tennessee “Reading Upside Down is a powerful
tool, an eye-opener, a call to arms, and a plan for action. Wolter does a superb job not only identifying and addressing opportunity gaps in
literacy instruction but also providing ways to begin fixing them.” —Patricia A. Edwards, Ph.D., professor of teacher education, Michigan State
University, and past president, International Literacy Association
Create a systemwide plan for transforming the district office, schools, and classrooms into places that truly support ALL students achieving
their highest levels! This updated edition of the highly acclaimed bestseller continues to explain the need for candid, courageous
conversations about race so that educators may understand why student disengagement and achievement inequality persists and learn how
they can develop a curriculum that promotes true educational equity and excellence. Almost a decade since its original publication, the
revised book includes new features as well as preserves the core content that led to many schools’ and districts’ success. NEW!
Courageous Conversation Compass NEW! Racial autobiographies, offering more focused and relevant voices from a diverse group of skilled
Courageous Conversation practitioners NEW! Case study on St. Paul Public Schools, a district that has stayed on track with Courageous
Conversations and successfully implemented the Systemic Racial Equity Transformation Framework NEW! Links to video segments featuring
the author describing different aspects of the work UPDATED! Implementation exercises UPDATED! Activities and checklists for school and
district leaders UPDATED! Action steps for creating an effective equity team "What this book has given me is an effective set of tools to
support me in understanding, first, my own racial biography and then how to discuss with my team race and its impact on education. The
lessons from this book offer a useful starting point for every school district that wants to change mindsets, policies, and outcomes. Singleton
takes readers on a personally and professionally transformative journey toward understanding and action." —S. Dallas Dance, Superintendent
Baltimore County Public Schools, MD "All students, especially white students, need to read, think, converse and write about issues of race,
racism and whiteness if teachers are to help move society into a more racially aware and just place for all. The work of Glenn Singleton and
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Pacific Educational Group gives educators the tools they need to have those Courageous Conversations." —Jackie Roehl, 2012 Minnesota
Teacher of the Year Edina High School, Edenia, MN "Brave and grounded, patient but pointed, Courageous Conversations About Race
delivers a rare combination of critical information, illuminating perspective, and truly useful tools to get and keep us all engaged in the most
important work of our time. A great nation is not defined by its ability to assimilate all of its citizens, but by its ability to provide equitable
opportunities for all of them. This book shows us how." —Dr. Anton Treuer, Author, Everything You Wanted to Know About Indians But Were
Afraid to Ask; Executive Director, American Indian Resource Center Bemidji State University, MN "When I finished reading this book, I
immediately wanted to share it with others. Glenn Singleton provides strategies and tools to help one examine one?s own racial identity. His
curriculum and modes of inquiry promote self-discovery and self-awareness. The racial autobiographies allowed me to deepen my racial
consciousness and become a more effective Courageous Conversation practitioner. Mr. Singleton is the best equity practitioner I have
worked with—provocative, stimulating, mindful of the sensitivities of this topic, and devoted to fulfilling our racial equity mandate." —Ellen C.
Stein, Head of School The Dalton School, New York, NY "In the first edition of his groundbreaking book, Courageous Conversations, Glenn
Singleton made a powerful case that, in order to dismantle racism, it is first necessary to talk about and understand how power and privilege
are related to race. In this second edition, he takes it one step further, adding racial autobiographies and supplements to make it even more
accessible to diverse audiences. This work is sorely needed if we are ever to reach educational and social equity in our nation." —Sonia Nieto,
Professor Emerita - Language, Literacy, and Culture College of Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst "The City’s leadership
team has used Pacific Educational Group’s training and the Courageous Conversation protocol effectively to launch our racial equity work.
Sharing these concepts and approaches with our partners, Saint Paul Public Schools, has created a level of trust and understanding around
racial equity we didn’t have before." —Christopher B. Coleman, Mayor City of Saint Paul, MN
Designed to complement the best-selling 'Courageous Conversations About Race', this facilitator's guide shows how to use professional
development events to help educational leaders examine the achievement gap through the prism of race.
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Since the passing of Brown versus Board of Education to the election of the first Black president of the United States, there has been much
discussion on how far we have come as a nation on issues of race. Some continue to assert that Barack Obama’s election ushered in a new
era—making the US a post-racial society. But this argument is either a political contrivance, borne of ignorance or a bold-faced lie. There is no
recent data on school inequities, or inequity in society for that matter, that suggests we have arrived at Dr. King’s dream that his “four
children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.” Children
today are instead still judged by the color of their skin, and this inequitable practice is manifest in today’s schools for students of color in the
form of: disproportionate student discipline referrals, achievement and opportunity gaps, pushout rates, overrepresentation in special
education and underrepresentation in advanced coursework, among other indicators (Brooks, 2012). Though issues of race in the public
education system may take an overt or covert form; racial injustice in public schools is still pervasive, complex and cumulative. For example,
many students of color, year after year, do not have access to “good” teachers, experience low staff expectations, and are subject to “new
and improved” forms of tracking (Brooks, Arnold & Brooks, in press). The authors in this book explore various ways that racism are manifest
in the American school system. Through a plurality of perspectives, they deconstruct, challenge and reconstruct an educational leadership
committed to equity and excellence for marginalized students and educators.
Simplified Chinese edition of Lies My Teacher Told Me: Everything Your American History Textbook Got Wrong. Loewen surveyed 18 high
school history textbooks and was appalled at the amount of myths, misinformation, blind patriotism, and even lies that mislead our students.
It's an eye-opener. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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